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CTCTACTACCTGTACTGTCAGGTGCACTTTGATGAGGGGAAGGCTGTCTA
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Protein StructureProtein Structure

Primary - amino acid sequencePrimary - amino acid sequence
Four levels of protein structureFour levels of protein structure
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Four levels of protein structureFour levels of protein structure
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Tertiary - packing secondary structure Tertiary - packing secondary structure 
Four levels of protein structureFour levels of protein structure
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Quaternary - multiple chainsQuaternary - multiple chains
Four levels of protein structureFour levels of protein structure
Q y pQ y p



Experimental StructureExperimental Structure
Proteins too small to seeProteins too small to see
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Solid State NMRSolid State NMR
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Solution NMRSolution NMR
Magnetization transfers between nuclei
Distance dependent
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Homology modeling is routine with 

sequence identity > 30%
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ThreadingThreading
“Thread” a protein sequence onto a 

known structure
“Thread” a protein sequence onto a 

known structure
Score the threaded foldScore the threaded fold
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Uses a representative library of protein 

folds and various fitness functions to 
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Describes each template protein in 

terms of:
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Structure database based on PDB
Clustered by 50% sequence identity
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An example: Mining the Family of 
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Browse the hits for the selected PDB 

chain
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Drill in on possible hitsDrill in on possible hits
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Verify by viewing full GeneFold runVerify by viewing full GeneFold run
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Gene mining by remote homology 

detection has been very successful
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Vector Machines. Christianni and ShawVector Machines. Christianni and Shaw--TaylorTaylor

SVM work by Paul Mc Donagh, 
Amgen Inc.
SVM work by Paul Mc Donagh, 
Amgen Inc.Amgen Inc.Amgen Inc.
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Trained by scientists
Success primarily depends on 
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Genome sequenced, but still a LONG 

way to go for function
Genome sequenced, but still a LONG 
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Structure homology methods valuable 
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represented
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